
Bellytrays 
Rocketpacks  has redesigned the traditional Bellytrays  of cellular merchandising and more suitable 

its capability. The exquisite end of our new seller's trays meets all requirements of cellular 

merchandising and, what is extra, our clients' high needs. Clean to apply, they provide for super 

flexibility inside the event catering commercial enterprise. It best takes a couple of minutes to equip 

a on foot supplier with a loaded tray. 

 

The ergonomic harness creation flawlessly distributes the weight to the hip and shoulder region. 

 

A ramification of fashions turned into designed for versatile usage alternatives: 

 

 

Beverages in cans and puppy-bottles 

Ce cream 

All types of snack 

Candy chestnuts 

Supply-aways 



We additionally offer custom designs of shade and shape for small orders. Make your supplier's tray 

stand out because of direct branding (embroidery or silkscreen print). 

Research more in our carrier region. 

 

Textile trays 

Made of first rate fabric as well as insulating and robust plastic materials. Those tray models are 

available in modern designs and characteristic extraordinary robustness. The tray's curved form 

makes it easier to move in crowds. 

 

5 models various in width and length cowl a broad range of feasible packages. 

 

More about this product class 

 

Plastic trays 

The bellytray  line represents the modern-day addition to the rocketpacks  tray presenting. Dealer's 

trays made from plastics for the most versatile applications. Particularly comfy to hold and easy to 

smooth.  

 

Alternatively, you can opt for our obvious tray line manufactured from thermoformed acrylic plastic 

to offer an tremendous touch on your promotions. 

 

 



Basket hawker's trays      

Basket hawker‘s trays rank a few of the classic mobile vending structures. Rocketpacks has used the 

enjoy received from important occasion catering to enhance shape and luxury of its “natural” variety 

of vendor's trays 

 

Greater approximately this product category 

 

Insulated belly trays 

Insulated hawker‘s trays are designed for cellular merchandising of food that desires to be served 

sparkling - ice cream, yogurt, yogurt beverages, hot chestnuts. Select from presently four designs. 

 

Greater about this product class 

 

Wood stomach trays 

Hand-crafted wood hawker‘s trays with rectangular base captivate via its light-weight creation. 

Unique designs assure wonderful versatility for cell merchandising and merchandising of meals and 

non-food items. Contact us for a dialogue on branding options and customized designs with percent 

vinyl adhesive film branding (digitally published). 


